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ABSTRACT

We have investigated the aspects of the release of Ca-dipicolinic acid (DPA), protein denaturation and cellular heterogeneity of single Bacillus spores during wet-heat treatment that are commonly used in spore killing and inactivation. Achievements include: (1) determined kinetic change in spore state and Ca-DPA levels in single spores of Bacillus and Clostridium species during heat activation; (2) measured the rates of Ca-DPA release and protein denaturation of individual spores when incubated in water at elevated temperatures; (3) determined the effects of wet heat-treatment on the germination of individual spores and identified the damages of key proteins; (4) developed useful methodologies to analyze multiple individual spores during wet-heat treatment and germination.
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Scientific Progress

The goal of this project is to study aspects of the release of Ca-dipicolinic acid (DPA), protein denaturation and cellular heterogeneity during treatment of single Bacillus spores with wet heat. Specific objectives include: (1) determination of the kinetic change in spore state and Ca-DPA levels of single spores of various Bacillus species during heat activation; (2) measurement of dynamic properties of individual Bacillus spores during spore killing by wet heat; (3) determination of the kinetics of germination in response to different nutrient or non-nutrient germinants of individual spores that were treated by wet heat and retained their Ca-DPA. We have successfully accomplished the goals of this project during the past year. Specific achievements include the followings:

1. Development new methodologies for single-cell analysis and imaging. We have developed a number of novel single-cell techniques to observe heat activation, wet heat-killing dynamics and germination dynamics of single bacterial spores.
   
   (1a) Raman scattering spectroscopy and elastic light scattering intensity (ESLI) technology was developed to simultaneously measure levels of Ca-dipicolinic acid and changes in spore morphology and refractive index during germination of individual B. subtilis spores with and without the two redundant cortex-lytic enzymes (CLEs) [Anal. Chem. 81, 4035 (2009)].
   
   (1b) We developed a methodology that combines external phase contrast microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and optical tweezers to monitor a variety of changes during the germination of single Bacillus cereus spores with a temporal resolution of ~2 s. Phase contrast microscopy assesses changes in refractivity of individual spores during germination, while Raman spectroscopy gives information on changes in sporespecific molecules [Anal. Chem. 82, 3840 (2010)].
   
   (1c) We developed a methodology that combines fluorescence microscopy, phase contrast microscopy, and laser tweezers Raman spectroscopy to monitor the kinetics of uptake of the nucleic acid dye SYTO 16 during germination of individual Bacillus cereus and Bacillus subtilis subspecies. The level of dye bound to nucleic acids of individual spores was measured by fluorescence emission, while changes in spore refractility and the level of CaDPA were monitored by phase contrast microscopy and Raman spectroscopy, respectively [Anal. Chem. 82, 8717 (2010)].
   
   (1d) We developed a protocol that combines phase-contrast and fluorescence microscopy, Raman spectroscopy and optical tweezers to characterize the germination of single bacterial spores. The method can also be adapted to use multi-trap Raman spectroscopy or phase-contrast microscopy of spores adhered on a cover slip to simultaneously obtain germination parameters for multiple individual spores [Nature Protocols, 6, 625 (2011)].
   
   (1e) We developed a multiple-trap laser tweezers Raman spectroscopy (LTRS) array for simultaneous monitoring of the biological dynamics of multiple individual cells in physiologic environments. This LTRS-array technique was also combined with phase contrast and fluorescence microscopy, allowing measurement of Raman spectra, refractivity, and fluorescence images of individual cells with a temporal resolution of ~5 s. We used this technique to monitor multiple Bacillus cereus spores germinating in a nutrient medium for up to 90 min and observed the kinetics of dipicolinic acid release and uptake of nucleic acid-binding stain molecules during spore germination [Opt. Lett. 35, 3321 (2010)].
   
   (1f) We have developed a multifocus confocal Raman microspectroscopy system that allows simultaneous analyses of ~80 individual biological or airborne micro-particles based on a precise image-guided technique. Multiple individual particles adhered in random positions on a coverslip were illuminated by a multifocus excitation pattern formed by rapidly steering a single laser beam with a pair of galvo-mirrors, and their Raman scatterings were synchronously projected with another galvo-mirror to different rows of a CCD chip for parallel spectroscopic analyses. We show that this technique can be used to rapidly identify single airborne particles or bacteria collected on a slide and to monitor germination dynamics of multiple bacterial spores in real-time. [J. Biomed. Opt. 16, 120503 (2011)].
   
   (1g) Rapid confocal Raman imaging using a synchro multifoci-scan scheme for dynamic monitoring of single living cells was developed. A rapid confocal Raman microscopy system for label-free molecular imaging of single living cells was developed, which ~40 times faster than in conventional method. We demonstrated that this system can be used to monitor the germination dynamics of single bacterial spores with about 1.0 min resolution and 2.5 mW power at each focal point. The system could be applied to study wet-heat inactivation process of single spores. [Appl. Phys. Lett. 98, 213703 (2011)].
   
   (1h) Raman tweezers and quantitative differential interference contrast microscopy are combined for measurement of dynamics and heterogeneity during the germination of individual bacterial spores. The DIC bias phase is set properly such that the brightness of DIC images of individual spores is proportional to the dipicolinic acid _DPA_ level of the spores, and an algorithm is developed to retrieve the phase image of an individual spore from its DIC image. We find that during germination, the rapid drop in both the intensity of the original DIC image and the intensity of the reconstructed phase image precisely corresponds to the release of all DPA from that spore. The summed pixel intensity of the DIC image of individual spores adhered on a microscope coverslip is not sensitive to the drift of the slide in both horizontal and vertical directions. This quantitative DIC technique is used to track the germination of hundreds or thousands of individual spores simultaneously. [J. Biomed. Opt. 15, 056010 (2010)].

2. Measurement on individual Bacillus spores during heat activation

   (2a) We applied a novel polarized and non-polarized Raman spectroscopy technique combined with laser tweezers and principle component analysis (PCA) to characterize the heat activation of single spores of Bacillus cereus and Bacillus subtilis. The Raman spectra of single spores before, during, and after heat activation were measured. We measured the Raman spectra of single spores without treatment, during heat activation at 65 °C (B. cereus) or 70 °C (B. subtilis), and following heat activation and cooling to 25 °C. Large changes in the Raman bands of Ca-DPA and protein for both B. cereus and B. subtilis spores during heat activation were observed for the first time, indicative of changes in spore core state and partial protein denaturation...
4. Analysis of the germination properties of wet heat-treated Bacillus and Clostridium spores.

(2b) Raman spectroscopy has been used to study individual superdormant spores. It was found that superdormant spores of Bacillus species have elevated wet heat resistance and temperature requirements for heat activation and the environment of dipicolinic acid in the core of superdormant spores is different from that in dormant spores [J. Bacteriol., 191, 5584 (2009)].

(2c) We have analyzed Raman spectra of single spores of three Bacillus species in different hydration states in both aqueous and dehydrated environments. As a comparison, we also measured the Raman spectra of CaDPA and DPA in different forms including in aqueous solution, and as amorphous powder and crystalline. We also monitored changes in Raman spectra of an individual spore during dehydration under vacuum. The results indicated that: 1) the state of CaDPA in the core of a spore suspended in water is close to an amorphous solid or a glassy state, but still mixed with water molecules; 2) the ratio of intensities of Raman bands at 1572 and 1017 cm\(^{-1}\) (I\(_{1572}/I_{1017}\)) is sensitive to the water content in the CaDPA's environment; 3) variations in I\(_{1572}/I_{1017}\) are small (~4%) in a population of dormant Bacillus spores suspended in water; and 4) the I\(_{1572}/I_{1017}\) ratio increases significantly during dehydration under vacuum. Consequently, measurement of the I\(_{1572}/I_{1017}\) ratio of CaDPA in spores may allow a qualitative estimation of the degree of hydration of the bacterial spore's core. [Analyst, 137, 3683 (2012)].

3. Measurement of dynamic properties of individual Bacillus spores during spore killing by wet heat.

(3a) We have characterized wet-heat inactivation of single spores of Bacillus species by dual-trap Raman spectroscopy and elastic light scattering. The dynamic processes during high-temperature treatment of individual spores of B. cereus, B. megaterium, and B. subtilis in water were investigated. Major conclusions included: (i) After spores of all three species were added to water at 80 to 90°C, the level of Ca dipicolinic acid in individual spores remained relatively constant during a highly variable lag time (T\(_{lag}\)), and then CaDPA was released within 1 to 2 min. (ii) The T\(_{lag}\) values prior to rapid CaDPA release and thus the times for wet-heat killing of individual spores of all three species were very heterogeneous. (iii) The heterogeneity in kinetics of wet-heat killing of individual spores was due to differences in the microscopic physical environments during heat treatment. (iv) During the wet-heat treatment of spores of all three species, spore protein denaturation largely but not completely accompanied rapid CaDPA release. [Appl. Environ. Microbiol. 76, 1796 (2010)].

(3b) We have monitored the wet-heat inactivation dynamics of single spores of Bacillus species by using Raman tweezers, differential interference contrast microscopy, and nucleic acid dye fluorescence microscopy. Dynamic processes during wet-heat treatment of individual spores of B. cereus, B. megaterium, and B. subtilis at 80 to 90°C were investigated. We found that during spore wet-heat treatment, while the spores' CaDPA was released rapidly at a highly variable time T\(_{lag}\), the levels of spore nucleic acids remained nearly unchanged, and the T\(_{lag}\) times for individual spores from the same preparation were increased somewhat as spore levels of CaDPA increased. The SYTO 16 fluorescence intensity began to increase during wet-heat treatment at a time before T\(_{lag}\) and reached maximum at a time slightly later than T\(_{release}\). However, the fluorescence intensities of wet-heat-inactivated spores were ~15-fold lower than those of nutrient-germinated spores, and this low SYTO 16 fluorescence intensity may be due in part to the lower permeability of the dormant spores' inner membranes to SYTO 16 and in part to nucleic acid denaturation during the wet-heat treatment [Appl. Environ Microbiol. 77, 4754 (2011)].

(3c) We have investigated the mechanism of wet-heat killing of spores of B. cereus and B. megaterium. B. cereus and B. megaterium spores wet heat-killed 82–99% gave two bands on equilibrium density gradient centrifugation. The lighter band was absent from spores that were not heat-treated and increased in intensity upon increased heating times. These spores lacked dipicolinic acid (DPA) were not viable, germinated minimally and had much denatured protein. The spores in the denser band had viabilities as low as 2% of starting spores but retained normal DPA levels and most germinated, albeit slowly. However, these largely dead spores outgrew poorly if at all and synthesized little or no ATP following germination. Wet heat treatment appears to kill spores of B. cereus and B. megaterium by denaturing one or more key proteins [Lett. Appl. Microbiol., 50, 507 (2010)].

(3d) We found that maturation of released spores is necessary for acquisition of full spore heat resistance during Bacillus subtilis sporulation. The first ~10% of spores released from sporangia (early spores) during Bacillus subtilis sporulation were isolated, and their properties were compared to those of the total spores produced from the same culture. The early spores had significantly lower resistance to wet heat and hypochlorite than the total spores but identical resistance to dry heat and UV radiation. Early and total spores also had the same levels of core water, dipicolinic acid, and Ca and germinated similarly with several nutrient germinants. The wet heat resistance of the early spores could be increased to that of total spores if early spores were incubated in conditioned sporulation medium for ~24 h at 37°C (maturation), and some hypochlorite resistance was also restored. The maturation of early spores took place in pH 8 buffer with Ca2 but was blocked by EDTA; maturation was also seen with early spores of strains lacking the CotE protein or the coat-associated transglutaminase, both of which are needed for normal coat structure. Nonetheless, it appears to be most likely that it is changes in coat structure that are responsible for the increased resistance to wet heat and hypochlorite upon early spore maturation. [Appl Environ Microbiol. 77, 6746 (2011)].

4. Analysis of the germination properties of wet heat-treated Bacillus and Clostridium spores.
(4a) We have measured kinetics of nutrient and nonnutrient germination of individual untreated and wet-heat-treated spores of B. cereus, B. megaterium, and several isogenic B. subtilis strains using Raman and DIC microscopy. We have found that: (i) More than 90% of these spores were nonculturable but retained their dipicolinic acid (CaDPA) when incubated in water at 80 to 95°C for 5 to 30 min; (ii) Wet-heat treatment significantly increased the time, Tlag, at which spores began release of the great majority of their CaDPA during the germination of B. subtilis spores with different nutrient germinants and also increased the variability of Tlag values; (iii) The time period, △Trelease, between Tlag and the time, Trelease, was also increased in wet-heat-treated spores. (iv) Wet-heat-treated spores germinating with nutrients had higher values of Irelease, the intensity of a spore’s DIC image at Trelease, than did untreated spores and had much longer time periods, △Tlys, for the reduction in Irelease intensities to the basal value due to hydrolysis of the spore’s peptidoglycan cortex, probably due at least in part to damage to the cortex-lytic enzyme CwlJ. These results indicate that (i) some proteins important in spore germination are damaged by wet-heat treatment, (ii) the cortex-lytic enzyme CwlJ is one germination protein damaged by wet heat, and (iii) the CaDPA release process itself seems likely to be the target of wet-heat damage which has the greatest effect on spore germination. [Appl Environ Microbiol. 77, 3368 (2011)].

(4b) Effects of wet heat-treatment on the germination of individual spores of Clostridium perfringens have been measured. Raman spectroscopy and DIC microscopy were used to monitor the dynamic germination of individual untreated and wet heat-treated spores of C. perfringens with various germinants. When incubated in water at 90-100°C for 10-30 min, > 90% of spores were inactivated but 50-80% retained their CaDPA. The wet heat-treated spores that lost CaDPA exhibited extensive protein denaturation as seen in the 1,640 -1,680 cm–1 (amide I) and 1,230 - 1,340 cm–1 (amide III) regions of Raman spectra, while spores that retained CaDPA showed partial protein denaturation. Wet heat-treated spores that retained CaDPA germinated with KCl or L-asparagine, but wet heat treatment increased values of Tlag, △Trelease, and △Tlys, during which spores initiated release of the majority of their CaDPA after mixing with germinant, released > 90% of their CaDPA, and completed the decrease in their DIC intensity due to cortex hydrolysis, respectively. Untreated C. perfringens spores lacking the essential cortex-lytic enzyme (CLE), SleC, exhibited longer Tlag and △Trelease values during KCl germination than wild-type spores, and germinated poorly with CaDPA. Wet heat-treated wild-type spores germinating with CaDPA or dodecylamine exhibited increased Tlag, △Trelease, and △Tlys values, as did wet heat-treated sleC spores germinating with dodecylamine. This study provides information on the germination of individual C. perfringens spores and improves the understanding of effects of wet heat treatment on spores. [J. Appl. Microbiol. 113, 824 (2012)].
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